Designed for possibilities.
Made for people.

Bus: floors guide
Transforming spaces
in the global bus industry

altro.com

Introduction
Altro have been creating and manufacturing
high quality transport flooring for over 60
years. Driven to transform everyday spaces
for the people who use them, design-led
innovation is at the heart of everything we do.
We help create environments for passengers
which are both inviting and safe by partnering
with the industry’s leading bus and coach
builders and operators globally.

Altro’s unique perspective
considers how our floors
can perform at their best
from manufacture through to
installation, and continuing
into maintenance.
We partner with manufacturers
and operators to provide
solutions designed to enhance
passenger experience and
add efficiencies to assembly
and maintenance.

Our collaborative approach
allows customers to create
vehicle interiors that
tick all the performance
boxes: safety, durability,
comfort and an attractive
environment for passengers.
We share our customers’ vision
of making vehicles and fleets
a more appealing, convenient
and environmentally-conscious
way to travel, so you can
deliver the on board experience
modern passengers demand.

Altro Transflor Chroma
EV in Capri and Tuscan
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Performance

Did you know?
We are the first manufacturer to have an
in-house safety flooring recycling system.

Like any interior component, Altro transport flooring is designed to be a captivating aesthetic
choice, however, design is just one area of consideration. All of our transport floors are intelligently
engineered throughout the entire thickness of the floor to provide maximum performance which is
sustained even when subjected to the most challenging service demands.

Slip-resistant

Impermeable

All our bus floors are designed to meet the
most stringent slip resistance standards.
These can be easily identified through our
technical information, which provide total
transparency on product performance.
In doing this you can be sure that your
vehicles offer passengers the right level
of protection, no matter the usage.

Even if contaminants are brought on board
a vehicle, Altro transport floors continue to
perform. The construction of our products,
combined with heat welded installation
techniques, makes them impervious to
the ingress of water and dirt, protecting
vehicle subfloors from damage and
preventing the need for costly repairs.

Durable

Colour retentive

Buses incur extremely high levels of
concentrated foot traffic, so hardwearing
durability is a necessity of any floor.
Altro are constantly working to engineer
the most highly resilient transport floors
which are designed to withstand the
most demanding service regimes – a
quality backed up by guarantees that
cover the life expectancy of the vehicle.

All Altro bus floors are tested to ensure
UV stability so that areas exposed to
greater levels of sunlight maintain their
appearance over time. Our floors also
support time-sensitive cleaning regimes
to ensure that our products stay looking
better for longer. For our highest ease of
cleanability, try our matte-finish EV range.

Different constructions
across the portfolio provide
durability and slip resistance by
maintaining contact between
the floor and shoe, no matter
what the contaminant.

Now up to 20% lighter
Reducing the weight of our bus flooring
products, whilst still maintaining the
safety aspects that we pride ourselves on,
continues to be our highest priority. Since
2017 we have made weight reductions
of up to 20% to our safety products,
whilst improving important features and
maintaining our high quality construction.

When Altro transport floors
are heat welded, they are
completely impervious to water
for long-term subfloor protection.
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Passenger safety
Passengers using public transport naturally
expect to travel in comfort and safety.
With legal practitioners offering settlements of
as much as £13,250 for personal injury claims,
it’s not just your reputation at stake if your
chosen floor falls short of safety standards.
As the inventors of safety flooring, Altro create
specific products that directly address the costly
risks presented by potential slips and falls.

Maintaining contact
The presence of surface contaminants – in even the smallest
amounts – can reduce contact between the floor and the
sole of passengers’ shoes. When subjected to the downward
pressure of passengers’ feet, the aggregates in Altro
safety floors are able to penetrate surface contaminants to
maintain the contact between the floor and the shoe.

Sustained performance
Altro bus floors have been developed to provide sustained
slip resistance to keep all vehicles safe for passengers over
time. Advancements to our products have also ensured
that they can be cleaned quickly and effectively to maintain
a visually appealing and hygienic environment.

Did you know?
Altro’s safety range for transport is
engineered to meet the world’s
strictest safety standards.

Altro Transflor Figura EV in Rocket
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Passenger experience
Create an impression
The Altro portfolio gives you the freedom to design for any
application you choose. Whether you’re looking for practicality and
resilience or eye-catching design, we’ve got you covered.

“The floor is the first thing customers

First impressions count, so Altro’s established product ranges have
been designed to enable you to create interior spaces that positively
shape passengers’ perceptions of your brand. We work closely with
manufacturers and operators to create inviting interior spaces which
offer comfort and visual appeal so that when passengers
ride your bus, they ride in style.

it can have a real impact on their

see when they step on the bus and it
sets their expectations for what follows;
perception of bus travel.”
Martijn Gilbert,
Managing Director, Go North East

Creative freedom
Our design-focused ranges offer authentic wood look designs and
natural mineral designs, all sparkle-free and in high definition
print. Choose from our thoughtfully compiled standard colour
palettes, or make use of our custom colour service.
All of our bus floors are available in customised colours and designs.
*Conditions apply

Did you know?
Altro Transflor Wood offers great
slip resistance as well as a
high-definition, sparkle-free design.
Altro Transflor Artis in Onyx
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1. Nosings and trims
Our range of nosings and trims are ideal for emphasising
high risk areas to passengers. Providing a distinct contrast in
colour for maximum visibility, stair nosings also protect floors
from daily wear.

Altro solutions for city bus

For more information on accessories, visit our website:
www.altro.co.uk/Floors/Transport-floors-accessories/Nosings

The following floor plan shows how Altro products
and solutions work on a heavy-duty city bus. For more
information on choosing the right solutions for your
installation, take a look at our online Product Selector:

2. Logos
Using our precision kit-cutting technology, we are able to
create detailed signage and logos that can be inlaid into
your vehicle floors. These can be installed in a variety
of application areas throughout your vehicle, ensuring
passengers are visually informed of specific on-board
features or even your company branding.

altro.co.uk/Floors/Transport-floors/Product-Selector

For more information on logos turn to page 24.

Check how your favourite product would
look using our online visualisation tools:

3. Contrasting colours
The varied colour palettes employed across our established
ranges allow you to be creative in the design of your interiors.
Using different combinations to complement each other, or to
create a bold contrast, is a great way to distinguish your fleet
and raise passenger perception of your brand. Contrasting
colours are also an effective means of highlighting designated
zones on board, such as wheelchair access and areas for
push chairs / strollers.

Altro Space visualiser:

altro.co.uk/space-visualiser
Altro Insta-space:

altro.co.uk/Altro-Insta-space

For more information on colours turn to pages 12 - 21.

4. Weld rods
Heat welded joints /seams provide an impervious barrier
with which to protect vehicle subfloors from the potentially
damaging ingress of water and dirt. Altro can supply a wide
range of weld rods that can be colour matched to our flooring
products, used in contrast or as subtle accent colours.
For more information on accessories turn to page 32.
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5. Flooring kits
Altro’s cutting services aim to make installations as simple
and time efficient as possible. Created from vehicular floor
plans, flooring sections are supplied to exact dimensions to
reduce manual processes and limit any potential waste.
For more information on flooring kits turn to page 24.
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6. Self-adhesive
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Developed to enhance installation efficiencies, self-adhesive
flooring offers a range of benefits. Available as both rolls
and pre-cut kits, self-adhesive floors are ideal for installation
projects subject to challenging time constraints.
For more information on self-adhesive solutions turn to
page 26.
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Altro Transflor Meta™
A lightweight, chip-free bus floor with excellent sustained slip resistance engineered for resilience and top
performance, with simplicity and practicality.

Altro Transflor Meta in Torino
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Pewter Grey
TFM2289 (2.2 mm)
TFM2789 (2.7 mm)
WR81 / A1M81 / LRV 25

Storm
TFM22903 (2.2 mm)
TFM27903 (2.7 mm)
WR82 / A1M82 / LRV 16

Midnight
TFM22421 (2.2 mm)
TFM27421 (2.7mm)
WR72 / A1M72 / LRV 8

Genome
TFM2202 (2.2 mm)
TFM2702 (2.7 mm)
WR83 / A1M83 / LRV 15

Supra
TFM22913 (2.2 mm)
TFM27913 (2.7 mm)
WR102 / A1M200 / LRV 9

Radial
TFM2206 (2.2 mm)
TFM2706 (2.7 mm)
WR39 / A1M73 / LRV 7

Torino
TFM2274 (2.2 mm)
TFM2774 (2.7 mm)
WR248 / A1M238 / LRV 10

Black
TFM22892 (2.2 mm)
TFM27892 (2.7 mm)
WR100 / A1M100 / LRV 7

LRV = Light Reflectance Value
A1M = Mastic
WR = Weld rod

15
year

year

product guarantee

product guarantee

2.7 mm

2.2 mm
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ASTM
D2047

≥0.6

Pendulum test

PTV
≥36

R10
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Altro Transflor Chroma™ EV
2.2mm lightweight chipped safety floor engineered for high performance slip resistance, dependable
resilience, easy cleaning and options for streamlining installation.

Strada
TFCR2263EV
WR81 / A1M81 / LRV 26

Tuscan
TFCR2278EV
WR83 / A1M83 / LRV 14

Cayman
TFCR2261EV
WR83 / A1M83 / LRV 14

Viper
TFCR2265EV
WR83 / A1M83 / LRV 14

Quattro
TFCR2275EV
WR249 / A1M249 / LRV 15

Capri
TFCR2260EV
WR231 / A1M73 / LRV 11

Patriot
TFCR22908EV
WR101 / A1M72 / LRV 10

Phantom
TFCR2272EV
WR100 / A1M100 / LRV 7

Sprint
TFCR2274EV
WR248 / A1M238 / LRV 12

Gene
TFCR2203EV
WR72 / A1M72 / LRV 8

LRV = Light Reflectance Value
A1M = Mastic
WR = Weld rod
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12
year
product guarantee

ASTM
D2047

≥0.6

Pendulum test

PTV
≥36

R10

Altro Transflor Chroma EV in Gene
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Altro Transflor Figura™ EV
2.2mm lightweight chipped safety floor engineered for high performance slip resistance, striking design,
easy cleaning and options for streamlining installation.

Altro Transflor Figura EV in Sparkler
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Sparkler
TFFG2202EV
WR81 / A1M81 / LRV 25

Crackle
TFFG2206EV
WR83 / A1M83 / LRV 15

Rocket I TFFG2204EV
WR72 / A1M72 / LRV 8

Laser
TFFG2203EV
WR231 / A1M73 / LRV 11

Rocket
TFFG2204EV
WR72 / A1M72 / LRV 8

Dazzle
TFFG2207EV
WR73 / A1M73 / LRV 10

LRV = Light Reflectance Value
A1M = Mastic
WR = Weld rod

12
year
product guarantee

ASTM
D2047

≥0.6

Pendulum test

PTV
≥36

R10
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Altro Transflor Wood™
A resilient wood-look bus floor with assured slip resistance and comfort underfoot.

Oak Traditions
TFWSA2213F
WR353 / A1M225 / LRV 25

Spiced Bamboo
TFWSA2219F
WR342 / A1M224 / LRV 21

Tudor Oak
TFWSA2223F
WR471 / A1M337 / LRV 16

Jacobean Oak
TFWSA2222F
WR470 / A1M83 / LRV 11

Seasoned Cherry
TFWSA2209F
WR343 / A1M246 / LRV 15

Antique Walnut
TFWSA2207F
WR341 / A1M160 / LRV 15

Oak Riche
TFWSA2214F
WR227 / A1M227 / LRV 10

Century Oak
TFWSA2212F
WR346 / A1M62 / LRV 8

Urban Cherry
TFWSA2203F
WR337 / A1M337 / LRV 17

Vintage Cherry
TFWSA2202F
WR336 / A1M239 / LRV 22

Manor Oak
TFWSA2216F
WR348 / A1M348 / LRV 7

Iron Bamboo
TFWSA2226F
WR232 / A1M100 / LRV 14

LRV = Light Reflectance Value
A1M = Mastic
WR = Weld rod
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10

year
product guarantee

ASTM
D2047

≥0.6

Pendulum test

PTV
≥36

R10

Altro Transflor Wood
in Century Oak and Antique Walnut
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Altro Transflor Artis™
A resilient natural mineral-inspired design flooring for bus with a quality finish and comfort underfoot.

Kala
TFAR22002
WR482 / A1M482 / LRV 13

Maras
TFAR22004
WR391 / A1M82 / LRV 18

Trapani
TFAR22005
WR314 / A1M82 / LRV 11

Tavira
TFAR22006
WR485 / A1M485 / LRV 7

Halite
TFAR22003
WR418 / A1M239 / LRV 21

Adelite
TFAR22001
WR41 / A1M41 / LRV 10

Ruby
TFAR22007
WR41 / A1M41 / LRV 9

Pyrite
TFAR22012
WR62 / A1M62 / LRV 9

Lazulite
TFAR22011
WR493 / A1M493 / LRV 9

Fleur
TFAR22008
WR481 / A1M83 / LRV 15

Palladium
TFAR22009
WR301 / A1M82 / LRV 11

Onyx
TFAR22010
WR485 / A1M485 / LRV 8

LRV = Light Reflectance Value
A1M = Mastic
WR = Weld rod
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10

year
product guarantee

ASTM
D2047

≥0.6

R10

Altro Transflor Artis
in Palladium
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Technical table

Flooring type

EN 13845
ASTM F1303
BAM

Altro Transflor Meta

Altro Transflor Meta

Altro Transflor

Altro Transflor

Altro Transflor Wood

Altro Transflor Artis

2.2 mm

2.7 mm

Chroma EV

Figura EV

Safety flooring

Safety flooring

Safety flooring

Safety flooring

Safety flooring

Heterogeneous floor

Dry - very slip resistant

Dry - very slip resistant

-

-

Dry - very slip resistant

Wet - slip resistant

-

Wet - slip resistant

-

-

Wet - slip resistant

-

-

EN 13893

-

-

-

-

DS

EN 13845

-

-

-

-

-

-

PTV

≥ 36

≥ 36

≥ 36

≥ 36

≥ 36

-

ASTM D2047

≥ 0.6

≥ 0.6

≥ 0.6

≥ 0.6

≥ 0.6

≥ 0.6

DIN 51130

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

Thickness

EN ISO 24346

2.2 mm / 0.088”

2.7 mm / 0.108”

2.2 mm / 0.088”

2.2 mm / 0.088”

2.2 mm / 0.088”

2.2 mm / 0.088”

Wear layer thickness

EN ISO 24340

1.2 mm / 0.047”

1.4 mm / 0.055”

1.2 mm / 0.047”

1.2 mm / 0.047”

0.7 mm / 0.027”

0.7 mm / 0.027”

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

2.24 kg/m 2 / 4.12lb/sy

2.72 kg/m 2 / 5.00lb/sy

2.3 kg/m² / 4.23lb/sy

2.3 kg/m² / 4.23lb/sy

2.68 kg/m 2 / 4.93lb/sy

2.68 kg/m 2 / 4.93lb/sy

2 m x 20 m - 40 m 2

2 m x 20 m - 40 m 2

2 m x 20 m - 40 m 2

2 m x 20 m - 40 m 2

2 m x 20 m - 40 m 2

2 m x 20 m - 40 m 2

6’7” x 65’7”

6’7” x 65’7”

6’7” x 65’7”

6’7” x 65’7”

6’7” x 65’7”

6’7” x 65’7”

≥6

≥6

≥6

≥6

≥6

≥6

EN 13845

≤ 10% particles lost

≤ 10% particles lost

≤ 10% particles lost

≤ 10% particles lost

≤ 10% particles lost

ASTM C501

over 50,000 cycles

over 50,000 cycles

over 50,000 cycles

over 50,000 cycles

over 50,000 cycles

≤ 0.10 mm

≤ 0.10 mm

≤ 0.10 mm

≤ 0.10 mm

≤ 0.10 mm

≤ 0.10 mm

DIN 5510

SF3

SF3

SF3

SF3

-

-

ECE-R118

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

UIC 564-2

Class A

Class A

-

-

-

-

FMVSS 302 / CMVSS 302

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

ASTM E648

Class 1

Class 1

Class 1

Class 1

-

-

BS 476 pt 7

-

-

Class 1

Class 1

-

-

Chemical resistance*

EN ISO 26987

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Castor chair abrasion

EN 425

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Yes, type W

Electrical behaviours

EN 1815

-

-

≤ 2kV antistatic

≤ 2kV antistatic

≤ 2kV antistatic

≤ 2kV antistatic

Sound insulation

ISO 140-8

5dB (2.2 mm)

5dB (2.2 mm)

5dB (2.2 mm)

5dB (2.2 mm)

6dB (2.2 mm)

6dB (2.2 mm)

Slip resistance

Flexibility

Weight

Roll dimensions

Light fastness

Wear resistance

Residual indentation

Fire performance

EN ISO 24344
ASTM F1303
EN ISO 23997

EN ISO 24341
EN ISO 105-B02
ASTM F1515

EN ISO 24343
ASTM F970

Group T

*Caution ketone / aromatic solvents. Please contact Altro for further
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technical advice regarding staining and chemical resistance
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Kit cutting
and logos
Pre-cut flooring kits
With time pressure being a constant challenge to builders
and operators alike, we have developed our kit cutting
service to enhance installation efficiencies. Minimising
installation time and waste, Altro’s precision cut kits
simplify the process of fitting a floor, reducing interior
assembly and maintenance time. Using a floorplan of

Logo designs are cut for
desired requirements.

the intended application area, we use our in-house
technology to prepare your order to the exact dimensions
required before delivering convenient pre-cut pieces,
saving you time and effort. Especially useful for those
tricky confined areas with turns, twists and undulations,
Altro flooring kits can be easily laid and welded to
provide the most direct route to installation success.

Logos and signage
The accuracy of our cutting technology also enables us
to offer the production of intricate detailing that can be
inlaid directly into the floor. From universal signage and
wayfinding solutions through to exact recreations of your
company logo, precision-cut icons and sign designs
will save you time and make your vehicles stand out.

Sections can be moved
easily into place.

Once affixed the flooring
is ready for installation.
Disabled logo using Altro Transflor Meta in safety colours
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Self-adhesive
solutions

“Using Altro self-adhesive with pre-cut
kits generates a great advantage. It saves

Installation advantages

us time, providing consistent quality. It is

Designed specifically to remove the need for manual adhesive

with it.”

ultimately better for the people that work

application and curing times, Altro self-adhesive flooring provides
further time-saving possibilities. Pre-applied backing is available for

Tonny van de Mast,

all our bus flooring products and completely cuts adhesive application

Planning and Homologation

and curing time. Once positioned and bonded, self-adhesive flooring

Manager, Tribus, Netherlands

can be welded and walked on immediately, allowing interior assembly
and refurbishment to continue without delay. The solution works
with all commonly used subfloors, providing consistent results
every time. It can also be used with pre-cut kits to achieve even
greater efficiencies. Altro is the only manufacturer with the capability
to offer both solutions in-house for consistent quality control.

Clean and lightweight
The benefits of self-adhesive flooring are not only limited to time
savings. The intuitive system is easy to use, requires no specialist
tools, and by removing the need for adhesive mixing and application,
reduces mess. Better still the eradication of manual adhesive processes
ensures a cleaner interior air quality for your installation team.
Meanwhile, the uniform application of adhesive applied to the backing
results in an adhesive weight saving of 60% per m² compared to the
recommended applications of polyurethane and contact adhesives.

Did you know?
Using Altro’s self-adhesive solution will
save you 60% adhesive weight per m²
All Altro bus floors are available
in a self-adhesive format
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Technical support
Installation guidance
To gain the best possible performance from your Altro flooring, it’s
important that it’s installed correctly. Our highly-skilled technical
services team can offer free expert advice to help ensure fitters
know how to achieve the best possible results. This not only means
that your team develop their own working knowledge and efficiency,
but also that any potential failures arising from installation
issues are reduced to an absolute minimum.
We also have a range of installation videos available to give you
information and demonstrations of the correct processes from
subfloor preparation, through cutting and welding, to post
installation clean up. Find them on our website:
www.altro.co.uk/Support/Videos/How-to-install-our-transport-products

Continued support
When you invest in Altro flooring, you enter into a partnership that we
take seriously. We’re available to advise and instruct on technical areas
to provide guidance and facilitate product longevity. Whether you have
a situation with a subfloor, a question on cleaning or you’re wondering
about a weld, if you require advice we’re here to listen and here to help.

Did you know?
Altro offer a wide range of weld rods in
different colours and profiles to help you
achieve the best possible finish.

Expert advice ensures optimum installations
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Cleaning and
maintenance
Save time
Altro appreciate that the cleaning regimes on busy
services are frequently subject to significant time
constraints, so this is at the forefront of our considerations
when developing products. We engineer all of our bus
floors for easier cleaning and maximum protection against
stains and dirt retention. For the best protection against
the soiling associated with heavy duty usage, take a
look at Altro Transflor Chroma EV and Altro Transflor
Figura EV, especially developed for easier cleaning.

Maintain appearance
Altro bus floors are developed with cleaning
and appearance in mind. Heat welded joints are
impervious to water allowing vehicles to be cleaned
rigorously without the risk of water ingress and sub
floor damage. Furthermore, recent improvements
mean that surfaces are even more durable providing
enhanced protection against scuffing and scratches.
For the best results on bus floors, Altro recommends
the use of AltroClean 44 ™ or a similar alkaline cleaner.

H20
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Altro safety ﬂoors cleaning guide – manual www.altro.co.uk / www.altro.ie

Altro säkerhetsgolv rengöringsråd – manuell www.altro.se

Guía de limpieza de suelos antideslizantes Altro para zonas con riesgo de
caídas medio o alto – manual www.altroscandess.com

Guide d’entretien des sols antidérapants d’Altro adaptés aux zones à risque
modéré ou important de glissade - nettoyage manuel www.altro.fr

Rengøringsguide til Altro sikkerhedsgulve – manuel www.altro.dk

Altro safety and slip-resistant ﬂoors cleaning guide – manual www.altro-me.com

,

, and Altro are trademarks of Altro Limited.

www.altro.co.uk/Floors/Cleaning-for-transport-floors
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Sustainability
With the impact of traffic on the environment being
an important contributing factor in attracting new
passengers to public transport, fitting vehicles with
sustainably-conscious components shows a demonstrable
commitment to the environment.

Raw materials
At Altro, sustainability drives the choices we make. It starts
with the environmentally friendly raw materials we choose to go
into our products which enable us to produce orthophthalatefree vinyl floors containing bio-plasticisers.

Recycling
Our commitment to sustainability has also enabled us to
become the first manufacturer to recycle traditional safety
flooring in-house. Altro flooring even contains recycled
particulates including post-consumer recycled glass,
which would otherwise be destined for landfill.
Since 2014 we’ve achieved 0% waste-to-landfill, an
achievement to be proud of.

Passing on the benefits
To further support our ongoing vision – and those of our
customers – we offer a range of services which aid in the
sustainability of your project.
Save on waste with our kit cutting service, meaning no
flooring goes to landfill.
Reduce harmful VOCs with our self-adhesive installation
method, meaning cleaner air.
Operate on better fuel efficiency with our lightweight
product construction.

Altro’s in-house recycling facility
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Accessories

2

1

Adhesives and weld rods
To help achieve an optimum installation, Altro can supply
or recommend a comprehensive range of adhesives
to ensure a long-lasting, high performing bond is
achieved. Alternatively, you can select your preferred
flooring in a self-adhesive format (see page 26).
Our extensive range of weld rods mean that areas of
the floor can be joined with water tight seals. Available
in an array of colours, these not only look great, but
protect the sub-floor from the ingress of dirt and water.

7
3

Tools and trims
A range of tools are also available to aid fitters with the
installation process. We can suggest the right instruments
to suit any project. And with the flooring fitted and welded

5

to perfection, we can also offer a broad selection of
nosings and trims, to create a truly professional finish.
1.

AltroFix 19 Plus - 1.5kg, 3kg, 6kg

8

1.5kg - Coverage 6-7m²
3kg - Coverage 12-14m²
6kg - Coverage 24-28m²
2.

AltroClean 44 - 1 litre or 5 litres

3.

Altro Transflor weld rod 50m coil. Weld rods are available

9

to match or contrast with your chosen floor product
4.

i. Router handles
ii. Router blades (pack of 8)

5.

Cable cutting slide

6.

Spatula

7.

Weld nozzles: coving and high speed available

8.

Groove blades - u shape (pack of 10)

9.

High speed weld gun 110v or 220v

4

6

10

10. Dolphin knives
i. Hooked heavy duty blades (box of 100)
ii. Concave heavy duty blades (box of 100)
Please consult your sales representative
for more information.

Recommended tools and accessories
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Why choose Altro
Altro is a name you can trust with proven experience
supplying the Transport industry for over 60 years.
Our floors are of the highest quality and meet all
international standards. Key reasons to ask for
Altro include:

•

high performance durability to protect your vehicles

•

intelligently engineered products to keep your
passengers safe

•

a range of exciting designs complemented by the
creative freedom to enhance passenger experience

•

lightweight products for improved fuel economy

•

innovative solutions to support installation
and maintenance

•

dedicated service and technical support
to meet customer needs

“Altro’s textured, slip resistant design
provides safety to passengers and
remains easy to clean. My experience
has shown that using Altro Transflor
safety flooring is an effective way to help
contribute to the reduction of slip, trip and
fall accidents.”
Sue Stewart,
Transportation industry

Altro custom design transport flooring
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Samples
If colour choice is critical, please
request a sample of the material
01462 707600
samples@altro.co.uk

Altro Limited, Works Road, Letchworth Garden City, Hertfordshire SG6 1NW
01462 707600

enquiries@altro.com

,
, Altro, Designed for possibilities. Made for people, Altro Transflor Meta, Altro Transflor Chroma,
Altro Transflor Figura, Altro Transflor Wood and Altro Transflor Artis are trademarks of Altro Limited.
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